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EditorialThe brain was once thought to be a largely ‘‘immune-privileged’’ system. Traditionally, research has reflected this segregation, with
neuroscientists focusing on the nervous system and immunologists focusing on the immune system. Yet as science in both realms
has moved forward, it has become clear that the nervous and immune systems interact on many levels, in both disease states and
under healthy conditions. It is also clear that molecules traditionally viewed as neural- or immune-specific play important and often
distinct roles in the other system. Experimental evidence of interactions between the neural and immune systems continues to accu-
mulate, and the two research communities are beginning to communicate more as well. In this same spirit,Neuron and Immunity have
coordinated to bring together a compilation of articles on selected topics related to the interface between the nervous and immune
systems.
Two leadoff articles in Neuron and Immunity provide overviews of where this emerging field has come from and where it is going.
A series of review articles inNeuron go on to highlight ways in which neural-immune crosstalk plays a role in healthy development and
functioning in the CNS as well as in aging, degeneration, and disease. Additional articles discuss how CNS inputs regulate the
immune system and ways in which stress, sex differences, and viral infections modulate CNS immune responses. Other articles
discuss how to further our understanding of immune system modulation of pain states, the potential advantages of harnessing
immune system responses to diagnose and treat CNS disorders, and the utility of epidemiological approaches for understanding
neural-immune interactions in psychiatric disorders. Finally, the Neural-Immune Select feature in Neuron highlights a handful of
exciting neural-immune articles published recently in other journals.
Additional articles in Immunity discuss differences between gut and CNS blockades to immune infiltration and the many roles
played by chemokines in the CNS and immune system (see www.immunity.com for more details).
The editors of Neuron and Immunity thank all of the researchers who contributed to this special series, both those who wrote
the articles (Kim McAllister and Judy van de Water; Tracy Bale; Tony van den Pol; Maria Bjo¨rkqvist, Edward Wild, and Sarah Tabrizi;
Lauren Ellman and Ezra Susser; Mauricio Rosas-Ballina and Kevin Tracey; Shawn Sorrells, Javier Caso, Carolina Munhoz, and
Robert Sapolsky; Carla Shatz; Marzia Malcangio and Steve McMahon; Wee Yong and Serge Rivest; Ben Deverman and Paul
Patterson; Pamela Carpentier and Theo Palmer; Lisa Boulanger; Kurt Lucin and Tony Wyss-Coray; Roopa Bhat and Larry Steinman;
Stephanie Kraft-Terry, Shilpa Buch, Howard Fox, and Howard Gendelman; Dimitris Kioussis; Richard Daneman and Maria Rescigno;
and Richard Ransohoff) and the numerous other researchers who gave input and advice as the series developed. We hope that these
articles foster further discussion and fuel additional interactions between the neuroscience and immunology communities.
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In the Editorial on the following page, together with the other Cell Press journals, we announce new guidelines for Supplemental
Information in Neuron. As noted in the Editorial, the decision to establish a clear set of guidelines for Supplemental Information came
directly in response to our conversations with the scientific community and to your feedback that the current free-form system for
Supplemental Information has been in desperate need of reform. The full Supplemental Information guidelines for Neuron can be
found on our website: http://www.cell.com/neuron/supplemental_information_guide. These new guidelines will be put into place
for papers published inNeuron as of January 2010 and submitting authors will be asked to meet these guidelines for new submissions
by the end of the year. We hope that these new guidelines will make it easier for authors to organize their manuscripts, for reviewers to
review submissions, and for readers to fully evaluate the published paper. The types of supplementary materials that may accompany
a manuscript will almost assuredly continue to evolve, and we expect that in the future, these guidelines will also evolve. As for all
endeavors here at Neuron and Cell Press, we would be glad to hear your feedback on this new initiative.Neuron 64, October 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 1
